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AVID’s Junior Class hit the open road and headed north to visit a plethora of college campus and to take in the     
offerings from the likes of cities such as San Jose, San Francisco, and Santa Cruz—seeing what they each had to 
offer. Here, the Class of 2025 gathers to take a quick photo while visiting Alcatraz Island. 
Did you know that Alcatraz Island is considered a U.S. National Park?  
All photos courtesy of Moises Aguilar G. 

Juniors Jeremy Martinez-Gonzalez 
and Anthony Villanueva hangin’ with 
their new buddy, “Cal” the bear, at UC 
Berkeley. 

Serene beach vibes courtesy of UC Santa 

Barbara. Mrs. Jenny Seymour and Mariana De 

Loera De Lara pose with their new 

stuffed banana slugs from UC Santa 

Cruz’ Student Store. 

Mrs. Julie Salo and Mrs. Brittney 

Zappia take a minute to pause for a 

photo while on a college campus tour 

of Santa Clara                                     

University. 



By Alejandra Flores 
 Cheer season is all about teamwork, friendship, and spirit.  
Teamwork  
 Teamwork is all about working together to pull-off stunts and 
coordinate routines. It teaches           
everyone about valuable skills such as 
communication, trust, and collaboration. 
Everyone needs to do their part to be 
able to achieve the team’s goal. 
Friendship  
 Cheer can create strong bonds 
between teammates. In Cheer you 
spend a lot of time together practicing, 
competing, and supporting each other, 
which often leads to lifelong friendships. 
I can guarantee that once you join 
cheer you can make your friendship    
circle bigger. “My favorite thing about 
cheer are my teammates,” shared 
freshman Scarleth Lozano.  
Spirit  
 Cheerleaders are the ultimate fan and supporters of their 
teams. They can bring energy and enthusiasm to games, and events, 
which helps create a positive atmosphere. It can truly make a          
difference once the energy is up and hypes up the crowed during an 
event.  
 Cheerleading is a fun and impactful sport that offers a wide 
range of benefits both on and off the mat. It can be a great                            
experience in your life and can even make your life infinitely more  
interesting.  

By Daniel Garcia 
In the grand symphony of student life, the                               

impending doom of an assignment deadline stands tall as 
the trumpeting 
alarm that refuses 
to hit snooze.  

Picture this: 
you are peacefully 
dreaming about 
acing exams in 
your sleep, when 
suddenly, the 
looming essay 
deadline barges in 
like an uninvited 
guest at a party 
you did not know 
you were hosting. 

Forget 
about waking up 
gently to soothing 
chimes or                
birdsong; it is the 
shrill realization 
that you have got 
a paper due that 
has you jolting out of bed faster than a caffeinated                   
cheetah. It is a wakeup call, quite literally, delivered by the 
anxiety-inducing maestro of due dates.  

Sophomore, Johan Minera mentions “deadlines 
help organize [his] studies and keeps [him] focused on 
[his] own standards and achievements.”   

So, who needs an alarm clock when the adrenaline 
surge from impending academic peril provides a more             
effective jolt than any beeping gadget?  

Welcome to the thrilling world of student hood, 
where deadlines are the morning roosters, and the snooze 
button is a mythical creature spoken of in hushed tones.  

Rise and shine, or at least rise—deadlines wait for 
no one! 

 
 

By Raquel Rivera 
With the new release 

of our mascot and our very 
own unique t-shirts that     
feature our new beloved     
Rebel mascot—we are      
encouraged to wear our         
t-shirts every Friday to        
display our Miller pride. To 
make the deal sweeter, 
those wearing their shirts will 
earn 5-Star points—all the 
more reason to make sure 
we are wearing our t-shirts!  

Senior, Melissa Padilla implores Miller Rebels to wear their 
shirts because “it makes our campus look more lively.” I would have to 
agree that wearing our t-shirts does contribute to the togetherness of 
our campus, so make sure you are showing Miller pride. 

By Trinity Siqueiros 
Prom is fast approaching, juniors and seniors! The theme and location were revealed on March 1, 

2024 at the Prom Fashion Show, the respective details being “Enchanted Garden” at the Eagle Glen 
Golf Club in Corona. What a beautiful theme and location for our spring prom!  

 Prom will be taking place on March 30
th
 so be sure to get your forms filled out and buy your ticket by March 15,

 
2024! 

 For those who did not get to experience the prom fashion show, look no further for the insider scoop of the show!        
Geovanni Perez (12) was a model at the event and expressed, “it was amazing!” Of course, is it really a showcase if there are not 
some complications? Perez detailed “we were supposed to do three rehearsals but unfortunately two were cancelled and we didn’t 
know what suits we were assigned until the day of.” Sounds stressful! But the event was beautiful despite the complications behind 
the scenes.  

 Furthermore, Perez agreed that “the location of prom is definitely an upgrade” compared to last year. No offense to the 
class of 2023. However, he has “mixed opinions” on the theme of the prom “hoping it would have been related to The Great Gatsby 
or the Roaring 20s.” 

 What do you think of the prom theme and location? Do you believe it will be as enchanting as students are hoping it will 
be? Only time will tell on March 30!  



By Daniel Garcia 
 Climate change is not merely a distant threat looming on 
the horizon; it is a pressing reality that demands our immediate 
attention and action. As students, we hold the power to drive 
meaningful change and shape the future of our planet for     

generations to come.  
 At its core, climate 
change refers to the          
long-term alteration of            
temperature and typical 
weather patterns on Earth. 
While natural factors                   
certainly play a role, human 
activities, particularly the 
burning of fossil fuels and 
deforestation, have                       
accelerated the pace of             
climate change to                           
unprecedented levels. The 
consequences of climate 
change are wide-ranging 
and severe. Rising global 
temperatures have led to the 
melting of polar ice caps, 
resulting in rising sea levels, 
and threatening coastal 

communities worldwide. Senior Elijah Kester baffles on his 
opinion saying, “climate change devours our ecosystem leading 
to the destruction of precious wildlife causing an increase shift 
in natural disasters.”  Extreme weather events, such as                      
hurricanes, droughts, and wildfires, are becoming more                      
frequent and intense, wreaking havoc on ecosystems and               
human lives alike. Moreover, shifts in climate patterns disrupt 
agricultural systems, endangering food security for millions 
around the globe. 
 As students, we cannot afford to be passive bystanders 
in the face of such a crisis. We must educate ourselves about 
the science behind climate change and its far-reaching impacts. 
By understanding the root causes of this phenomenon, we can 
advocate for evidence-based policies and solutions that                       
prioritize environmental sustainability. Senior Christian Chavez 
believes that “climate change is a risk for the environment as 
not only are we destroying our own home but killing the future 
generations that will come after us so we must start reducing 
our carbon footprint as it is the first step in fighting climate 
change.” Simple lifestyle changes, such as using public                   
transportation, conserving energy, and minimizing waste, can 
collectively make a significant difference. Additionally,                           
supporting renewable energy sources like solar and wind power 
can help decrease our reliance on fossil fuels and mitigate 

greenhouse gas emissions. 
Education and awareness 
are key drivers of change. 
 As students, we can 
engage in dialogue, organize 
events, and raise awareness 
within our communities 
about the urgency of climate 
action. By fostering a culture 
of environmental                          
stewardship and                           
sustainability, we can inspire 
others to join us in the fight 
against climate change.     
Junior Ashlee Barajas                   
expresses her thoughts on 
climate change stating “we 
are destroying our planet 
through industrialization and 
fossil fuels in which we 
should push for a greater lead to energy consumption.”                   

Furthermore, advocating 
for policy reforms at local, 
national, and international 
levels is crucial. By holding 
governments and             
corporations accountable 
for their environmental      
impact, we can push for 
policies that prioritize                   
renewable energy                             
investment, carbon pricing 
mechanisms, and                     
conservation efforts. 
 Ultimately,                         
addressing climate change 
requires collective action 
on a global scale. As                
students, we are part of a 
generation uniquely                    
positioned to lead the 
charge towards a more 

sustainable future. By harnessing our collective voice and                   
taking meaningful action, we can safeguard the health of our 
planet and create a brighter tomorrow for all living beings. 

By Raquel Rivera 
 Music is 
intricately linked 
with defining our 

moods and periods of time in our lives, such as weather, seasons, 
or emotions. Anyone could attest to the fact that a certain song or 
album reminds them of feelings or sensations associated with 

spring or summer. These 
songs are usually                      
light-hearted and feel 
soothing to the soul. As 
the sun begins to shine 
more and the environment 
begins to look greener. 
We cannot help but feel 
happy and joyous and               
listening to music that 
matches those feelings is 
perfect bliss!  
 Beginning with a 
slow, ambient song called 
“orange hues” by aqualina. 
This song was suggested 
by Alissia Odette (12). The 
track “orange hues” is       
definitely for a slow and 
calm spring morning, since 
there are no harsh lyrics, 

but rather a quiet piano. 
Jedidiah Henry expressed 
that the song that reminds 
her of Spring Break is 
“Scarlet Begonias” by 
Sublime, but really “any 
song by Sublime” reminds 
her of spring. Which is 
definitely true since one of 
my favorite songs by         
Sublime is” Badfish,” and I 
normally listen to it in the 
summer! “Scarlet                       
Begonias” in particular features a funky sort of beat, which sounds             
similar to reggae. Definitely listen to this song while doing some 
spring cleaning, since it will give you just enough pep to actually 
go through with cleaning your room. Emiliano Hernandez offered 
the song “3005” by Childish Gambino. This song contains quirky, 
innovative board work and of course ingenious and witty bars. I 
recommend “Feels Like Summer” by Childish Gambino since it is 
also a lively and invigorating song, although not quite about 
spring, still conveys the same energy of spring.  
 Listening to high vibrational and feel-good music that                   
invigorates the mind and soul, that way we can have a positive 
and productive spring break. While also ensuring we are                       
prioritizing rest and focus on one’s own peace and well-being. 
Take sometime this Spring Break to listen to the great songs                  
recommended by myself and A.B Miller’s very own Rebels!  



By Trinity Siqueiros 
Spring break is here!  
After an excruciating three quarters of the school year, it is 

time to treat yourself and divulge in the luxuries of a true break. 
What better way is there to spend your time off than at                
Disneyland! It is an activity that will certainly occupy an entire day 

and most                    
importantly, you 
will enjoy the 
childlike energy 
that Disneyland 
has to offer. So, if 
you are planning 
to attend                      
Disneyland                
anytime soon, 
here are some 
helpful tips and 
suggestions for 
your adventure!  
 First things 
first, you need to 
prepare for the 
worst to happen 
at Disneyland. 
And that all               
depends on what 
you bring in your 
bag, backpack, 
purse, etc.                
whatever                        
accessory you 
are taking needs 
to be filled with 

the necessary supplies. Alexa Garcia (12), a recent attendee of 
the park, highly recommends bringing “an extra change of clothes 
because rides such as the Pirates of the Caribbean can ruin your 
clothes.” Solid advice considering not many people take into               
account the amount of water related rides at Disneyland; there is 
nothing worse than walking around the amusement park cold and 
wet. Julianna Flores (12), a self-proclaimed Disneyland fanatic, 
encourages people to take the upmost essentials: “water bottles, 
they usually let you in with an unopened water bottle, hair ties, 
chapstick and a wallet!” Disneyland, like many other amusement 
parks, are incredibly expensive for the average visitor, so why 
waste money on necessities like water (which could go up to $12 
at Disneyland) when you can bring your own from home for free.  

 Besides what to bring in your bag, it is always good 
to plan what your day at Disneyland should consist of! Food is  
often not considered in one’s agenda when planning a trip to this 
amusement park, but it is so incredibly important! While the food is 
overpriced, there are some meals and desserts that are simply 
worth it. Mrs. Grijalva, a Disney enthusiast, highly recommends 
the Monte Cristo from Café Orleans—a meal that can be enjoyed 
at all times of the day! A great snack is the new garlic bread 
served at Maurice’s Treats, Grijalva describes it as “so much 
cheese—the cheese pull is awesome and one of my favorites 
now.” However, if you’re looking for a bite to eat that is more on 
the sweet side, then Garcia completely recommends the beignets 
at the Mint Julep Bar!  

 Now for the fun part, and probably the reason for  
going to Disneyland in the first place, the rides! It’s probably                
impossible to dislike a ride from Disneyland as they all have their 
own spin of fun, but of course there are some absolutes that you 
must ride. Flores agrees that the more rollercoaster adjacent rides 
at Disneyland are her go-to, “I recommend 100% Space Mountain, 
Indiana Jones, and Thunder Railroad.” Of course, these rides are 
not exactly geared toward children so please keep that in mind. 
On the contrary, Grijalva believes the Fantasyland rides are                   
underappreciated, but it ultimately “depends on the vibe [she] is                    

going with for the 
day.” So, you must 
consider, do you 
want to have a                
relaxing day riding 
the 20-minute wait 
rides or have an             
exhilarating day             
riding 40–60-minute 
wait rides. You are 
in charge of your 
own destiny at            
Disneyland.  

 Some 
of you might be 
wondering, why   
Disneyland? There 
are other                   
amusement parks 
that are well worth 
the time and money. 
Well, in spite of that, 
there are a hundred 
and one reasons to 
visit Disneyland this 
spring. Flores expressed that the reason she loves going to              
Disneyland is because of the extravagant number of details put 
into the décor, “especially when the holidays come around… it is 
very amazing to see how much they care.” And this is true, most 
amusement parks simply only care about Halloween and                  
Christmas decorations, but Disneyland takes the time to fluff the 
park up with fallalery that makes the experience that much                  
special. Not to mention, something the gawk at when you are             
waiting in a two-hour line.  

 While it might sound cliché, the main reason to go to 
Disneyland instead of any other amusement park is to feel that 
childlike joy again! Grijalva detailed that, “Disneyland is, for the 
most part, an escape from reality and you are able to get in tune 
with your inner child.” There is no better place than Disneyland to 
escape the meddling struggles of a teenager in high school.  

 There is no amount of preparing you could do to     
prevent the inevitable, so there is no need to stress on getting      
Disneyland 
“right.” Your 
focus should 
be on relaxing 
and having a 
fun time               
during spring 
break!  



By Alexia Morales 
 Spring break is the one most exciting 
part of the year ever! A lot of students go to 
different countries, towns, or even theme 
parks. Here are some places to go during 
Spring Break!  
 The first place to visit is Universal     
Studios Hollywood. Universal Studios is a film 
studio and theme parks in the San Fernando 
Valley area of Los Angeles County, California. 
About 70% of the studio lies within the state of 
the "studio" county island known as Universal 
City while the rest lies within the city limits of 
Los Angeles, California. It is one of the oldest 
and most famous Hollywood film studios still 
in use. It was initially created to offer tours of 
the real Universal Studios sets. It also has two 
sides; one is where there are rides and the 
type of rides there are: Mario Kart: Bowser’s 
Challenge, Despicable Me Minion Mayhem, 
Flight of the Hippogriff, Harry Potter and the 
Forbidden Journey, Jurassic World,                   
Simpson’s The Ride: Abigail Hernadez (10) 
recommends to bring to Universal Studios is 
“[her] phone to take pictures, extra clothes for 
in case if [she] goes on a water ride and [her] 
pervious clothes gets soaked wet, and a water 
bottle.”  

Another place to go to during the 
Spring Break is Disneyland and Disney               
California Adventure Park. For some                 
background, Disneyland is a theme park at 
the Disneyland Resort in Anaheim, California. 
The Walt Disney company, through its               
experiences division and is home to two 
theme parks (Disneyland Park and Disney 
California Adventure), three hotels, and a 
shopping, dining, and entertainment district 
known as Downtown Disney. With so many 
design details and such a colorful history.   
Disney California Adventure Park is a theme 
park at the Disneyland Resort. The 72-acre 
park is themed after Disney’s interpretation of 
California, using Disney, Pixar and Marval 
properties. The Park opened in 2001 and is 
the second of two theme parks built at the  
resort complex, after Disneyland Park.  

Elizabeth Hernadez (12) recommends 
bringing to Disneyland and Disneyland              
California adventure is “[her] backpack to 
bring her extra stuff in, phone to take pictures, 
jacket in case if it gets chilly, and mickey 
ears.” I personally think that’s a great idea to 
bring those four items to Disneyland and            
California Adventure because you never know 
what you’ll need and of course bring your 
mickey ears to represent Disney.  The top four 
rides at Disneyland are: Soarin’ Around The 
World, Space Mountain, Alice in Wonderland, 
Peter Pan’s Flight. Soarin’ Around The World 
it takes quests to six continents, specifically 
the Great Wall of China, Sydney Harbor in 
Australia, Monument Valley, the great                     
Pyramids of Egypt, Switzerland’s Matterhorn 
Mountain, and the Eiffel Tower in Paris. 
Space Mountain is a space- themed indoor 
roller coaster attraction. Alice in Wonderland 
is about a book, and it gives details the story 
of a young girl named Alice who falls through 
a rabbit hole into a fantasy world of having 
characteristic human creatures. Peter Pan 
Ride was for guests to fly through the ride as 
if they themselves were peter pan.                         
 Fantasyland is themed after Disney’s                         
animated fairy tale feature films. Each                   
Fantasyland has a castle, as well as several 
gentle rides themed after those Disney                
animated feature films.  

Spring weather is perfect for being           
outdoor and enjoying a great day at the 
amusement park. So, get your tickets ASAP 
and enjoy your break!  

By Alejandra Flores 
 Spring Break can be a week about fun outgoing adventures or, in this case, 

a cozy calm resting period for yourself. No 
matter what you do, it is important to enjoy 
the break however you like. Some might like 
going out and enjoying the fresh and warm 
air and some enjoy relaxing inside enjoying 
a cozy time.  
 Going out with friends is a common 
activity that many enjoy doing for the free-
dom they currently have. Remember that 
going out with friends is not just an outdoor 
activity. Sophomore student Alexus Deleon 
shares, “I like hanging out with my friends at 
home and just relax.”  
 Another fun activity that can make 
time go by fast is exercising and trying new 
ways to stay fit. There are many ways to do 
exercise at home and not having to go out-
side. For example, doing yoga anywhere in 
your home or walking around and doing 
something as simple as cleaning. In the end 
moving your body however you see fit is a 

great way to enjoy your time at home.  
 Having a fun movie marathon can 
be a great idea! Pick a movie or genre and 
watch all the interesting and fun movies all 
day. You can’t forget to have as many 
snacks as you want so it could fill your 
stomachs. Watching movies can easily 
make the days go by faster and can easily 
fill the day with enjoyment depending on 
the genre. Freshman student Sarah Kes-
ter says, “I think I would want to watch a 
movie.” 
 There are many other activities that 
individuals assume is only an outdoor ac-
tivity but can be one for indoor as well. For 
example, spending time with family can be 
a great way to enjoy the break. Freshman 
student Emily Ramos shares, “I would like 

to 

run with my mom on the treadmill!”  
 All these ways to enjoy the break 
can truly accomplish a fun and successful 
break at home! I am definitely going to 
spend my break sleeping and relaxing with 
my family. Spending time with others can 
be a great source of happiness during the 
weeklong break. 



 A.B. Miller High School’s primary goal is to ensure every student is college and 

career ready upon graduation. Collectively, we pride ourselves in facilitating our           

students with an excellent academic and extracurricular experience, yet we understand 

that providing additional supports will only further enhance our students’ chances of 

success as young adults. Our community has continuously rallied around our cause to 

help provide these additional supports in the form of scholarships. Our supports have                   

fundraised and donated over $25,000—a number that only continues to grow. On behalf 

of our students and staff, I would like to thank our community for the continued,                          

unconditional support. It is your support that affords us the ability to provide our          

students with an exceptional academic experience, close the achievement gap, and 

provide educational access to all students. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dr. Barbara Kelley 

Principal, A.B. Miller High School 

 Trinity Siqueiros is a senior who hopes the year goes by as fast as people 
claim. While she can go on and on about the negatives, she truly does love 
school. Trinity, who does have her faults, is an interesting gal once you get to 
know her. Need relationship advice? Want to hear someone rant? Want some 
water? Want some gum? Trinity has it all and will happily oblige. Her friends 

would mostly describe her as entertaining. She constantly has a fun fact or story that she saw on the 
Internet to tell you.   Trinity is currently obsessed with English rock (Arctic Monkeys and The Smiths 
might be on her Spotify Wrapped) but has a love for all music genres. Her goal this year is to involve 
more sports and clubs in the paper, so let her know which ones you would like to see! Her personal 
goals include her graduating and attending a university, with her dream school being, as of right now, 

UCSD. Trinity’s last wish as a high schooler is to have a fun year with 
everyone and attend every event—as listed in the senior package!  

     Raquel Rivera was  
    born in 2006 in Pomona.  
    She is now a senior at A.B. 
    Miller High School, where  
    she enjoys spending time  
    with friends and counting  
     the days till graduation!  
     Raquel was taught to read 
      early on—which fueled her 
       passion for reading,      
        writing, and storytelling.  
       She honed her creative  
        skills at a very young age 
       and enjoys bringing       
       creative thoughts to life,  
   whether that be in the form of a 
poem, baking, dancing, or through art. These days she 
enjoys discovering new music, scrolling through        
Pinterest in her free time, and spending time with her 
family and her two cats. Raquel, although being a     
terrible procrastinator, is academically driven and 
strives to do her best in school. She is still trying to    
figure out what to do in the 
future.   

 Daniel Garcia was born  
in 2006 in Los Angeles,  
California. He discovered his  
love for computer science during  
his senior year at A.B. Miller  
High School. His passion for  
technology ignited, and he                                               
began exploring programming                                                 
languages and learning software  
development. Outside the realm  
of coding, you will often find  
Daniel pursuing his love for                                                        
music. He enjoys playing various                                             
musical instruments and                                                           
occasionally practices his time                                                
and effort into perfecting the piano.  
Daniel is also a sports enthusiast, with a particular 
fondness for soccer,  tennis, and cross country.                    
Additionally, he is an avid hiker who finds solace in the 
natural beauty of the world, capturing stunning                        
landscapes with his phone camera. As he looks ahead, 
Daniel aspires to attend the University of Irvine, where 

he plans to pursue a                
bachelor's degree in                       
computer science, further 
fueling his passion for               
technology. 

 Alejandra Flores was born on                         
November 25 in Los Angeles, California and 
is a freshman. She is very excited to be                 
starting a new chapter at A.B. Miller and is 
looking forwarding to all of the activities and 
events that will be happening soon. When 
she was little, she was exposed to many      
activities like the violin, the piano, ballet, jazz, 
and art. She was in fourth grade when she 
moved to Fontana with her parents and      
sister. Not long ago, she discovered a hobby 
she was pretty good at and that was writing 
stories. She did that in her free time as well 
as read, listen to music, play the guitar, and 
take photos of anything in her life. To please 
her parents, she is focused on earning a high 
GPA, as in middle school, she was awarded 
many certificates for her efforts. Even though 

she still wants to do good for her parents, she is also choosing to 
change and do good for herself. 

 Briana Lopez is a senior at A.B Miller who enjoys hanging out with friends and          
attending school events, all the events she can afford at least. When she is at home, 

she enjoys either playing video games on her Nintendo Switch or PlayStation 4 and catching up on any 
shows that are recommended to her—which you can too. When she goes out, she likes going to arcades, 
movie theaters, and any fairs in the area. She likes to consider herself a shy extrovert, but anyone who 
wants to come say “hi” is always welcome to—she does not bite. When a friendship starts to blossom, that 
is when she starts to open out of her shell. As this is her final year in high school, she wishes for this year to 
go smoothly and soundly—no drama whatsoever. She is excited to see what the new year will bring and is 
looking forward to finally graduating and pursuing her dream of becoming a film director. 

A.B. Miller thanks: A.B. Miller Scholarship Fund, AP, AVID, ASB, CSF,  Conservatory 

of Dance Scholarship, FCCLA, HSA, Football Boosters, Library Club, Key Club, Girls 

Volleyball, Boys Basketball-Sean Rooks Memorial Scholarship, Randall Jennings          

Memorial RMS, Locust Elementary PTA, North Tamarind PTA, California Steel,         

Fontana Exchange Club, Fontana Council PTA, Fontana Kiwanis, Fontana                     

Management, Fontana Police Officers Association, Fontana Pop Warner, Fontana 

Transport, Fontana Women’s Club, Rotolo Chevrolet, Schools First Credit Union, State 

Farm Insurance, Zonta, Joan Albert Memorial, Bob Freeman Memorial, William Marcus 

Memorial, Rudy Rodriguez Memoria, Lee Guggisberg Memorial, USW, Fontana Rotary, 

and PGA. 


